The absorption and fluorescence of inorgan ic glasses and polycrystalline disks doped by heavy metal ions is discuss ed , and their use as fluoresce nce stand ard s is evaluated. The advantages of the glass standards over other media is summarized.
Introduction
The use of fluorescence and phosphorescence as experimental tools has increased immensely in the last decade. The fluorescence technique is used now as a common tool of research by physic al chemists, physicists, analytical chemists, biochemists and biophysicists. The kinds of analyses which have been performed to date using fluorescence have varied, including such methods as trace metal determination, analysis for traces of organic materials and particularly for determination of trace constituents of biological systems. It provides some of the most sensitive and selective methods of qualitative and quantitative analysis. (Lower limits of detect ability using fluorescence analysis lie often in subpart per million (ppm) and part per billion (ppb) range.) Fluoresence analysis especially, has many practical applications in the field of organic, inorganic, agricultural, biological and clinical chemistry.
The reader interested in the principles and applications of fluorescence in analysis is referred to two recently published books [1,2)1 on this subject and to a very comprehensive review on measurements of photoluminescence quantum yield in solutions written by Demas and Crosby. [3] * This work was performed under NBS contract G-I03.
I Figures in brac kets indi cate the lit era l UTe refere nces at the end of thi s paper.
The following are a few examples in which fluorescence is used in health and environme ntal problems.
Organic Compounds
Many organic compound s fluoresce and/or phosphoresce and these properties have been widely used for analysis. An understanding of the basic aspects of the luminescence of organic compounds can greatly enhance its efficiency as an analytical tool.
The ability of proteins to luminesce has now been fairly thoroughly investigated and is mostly due to the presence of the fluorescent aromatic amino acids tryptophan and tyrosine, [4, 5] . Any biological process can be inhibited, stimulated or altered through photochemical methods by inducing electronic excited states in proteins and nucleic acids. In the investigation of these excited states by photoabsorption and luminescence techniques, a great deal of information can be obtained, not only about the number of biopolymeric molecules in the system, but also about their environment.
Significant qualitative and quantitative information concerning molecular structure can be obtained through fluorescence. When one considers th at information of this kind can be obtained rapidly from the interior of the undamaged, usually functioning ce ll , one realizes the special importance of spect ral lumi -nescence research techniques in biology. An example of fluorimetric methods in this area is: the fluorescent tags for labeling proteins [6] and amino acids [7] [8] [9] [10] which have proven useful in immunochemistry, virology, bacteriology, parasitology, and mycology.
Agriculture
Determining factors in the degree of pest control by chemicals are (1) efficiency of application, (2) the loss by spray particle drift to immediate areas not intended to be treated, and (3) the effective life of the chemical on plants, animals and in soils after appli· cation. In this respect, fluorescence has made an outstanding contribution in pesticide analysis. The excitation and emission spectra, decay times, analytical curves, and limits of detection, have been obtained for many pesticides in media such as milk, animal feeds, fruits and vegetables, tissues, etc. [11] . Fluorescent tracer studies of spray and dust deposits on plants and soils have been reported [12, 13] .
Biomedical Research
In this area, fluorescence spectroscopy has been used largely as an analytical tool for the assay of many mao terials of biological origin, [14] such as the examination of carcinogenic materials in the environment, [15] in metabolic studies of aromatic hydrocarbon carcinogens [16] and the determination of drugs, enzymes and proteins. . Of great interest are the experimental observations of the luminescence of cells and tissues in such patho· logical states as carcinogenesis, inflammation, psychic diseases and muscle atrophy due to denervation. Investigators have sought a correlation between luminescence intensity and the pathological process. However, more information about the structural chemical organization of the protoplasm during the development of the pathological process will be obtained if the comparison involves, not merely the intensity of the fluorescence of various cells, but the magnitude of the changes in fluorescence intensity due to several factors. The use of luminescence to a successfully selected set of experimental treatments will prove to be a useful technique in the field of molecular and cell biology and primarily in the field of practical medicine [17] .
The mechanism of cancer induction by aromatic hydrocarbons is of particular interest and it is possible that the initial interaction is a complex formation between the hydrocarbon and a vital cell constituent, such as the nucleic acids which may be determined by changes in fluorescence spectra and parameters [18] [19] [20] . Various aromatic hydrocarbons may fluoresce at widely differing frequencies, a fact which is of considerable analytical importance. A history of fluorescense work with carcinogenic hydrocarbons was included in a lecture by Cook in 1950 [21] _ Presently, fluoroscence analysis is used in many stlldies to determine qualitatively and quantitatively the presence of polynuclear hydrocarbons in the environment, usually after separation by thin-layer chromatography [22] .
A method for binding dyes to nucleic acids is widely used in staining biological tissues for fluorescence microscopic examination and is used as a screening procedure for cancerous tissue [23] .
Fluorometric techniques have made great inroads in the clinical laboratory as the basis of sensitive analytical methods [24, 25] .
A. General
In all research and measurements in which fluorescence is involved, it is of utmost importance to measure the true wavelength (energy) of excitation and emission, and the fluorescence efficiency. To determine fluorescence efficiency directly, it is necessary to measure the rate of emission at all wavelengths and in all directions. In practice, this is a difficult measurement to perform with accuracy. In view of the difficulties associated with absolute methods, and the ease with which the fluorescence efficiency may be determined by reference to a standard, a search for a suitable standard is of great importance in spectrofluorimetry. The requirements for a good reference compound to be used as a standard are stringent. It should have a well-defined fluorescence and excitation spectrum, a relatively high quantum efficiency, it should be of the same geometry as the samples to be measured and should be stable. There should be little or no overlap between the absorption and the emission spectrum. The reference compound used in any instance should have its absorption and fluorescence in the same general region as the compound being studied. This last restriction is needed because most spectrofluorimeters record spectra which are not corrected for instrumental parameters.
Fluorescence measurements are mainly made on liquids in aqueous or organic solvents, using glass or quartz cuvettes, and in the solid phase with single crystals, in pellets [26] and in solvent glasses [27] . It would therefore be desirable that the standard reference material also be made of the same or similar material having a similar refractive index, thus avoiding the refractive index correction (discussed later). It is also essential that the standard have a small absorption, since a higher absorption introduces an error in the efficiency determination. This arises from the following consideration: The optically dilute measurement rests on Beer's Law loB = 10(1-1O- AL ) where B is the fraction of light absorbed by the sample, 10 (quanta/sec -cm2) is the irradiance of incident light, A is the absorbance/em, and L(cm) is the path length [3] . By expanding this expression in a power series we obtain B= With these criteria in mind we have attempted to prepare glass and pellet standards. The results of our work are described in this paper. For the latest references to liquid standards the reader is referred to reference [3] , for a sodium salicylate standard to reference [28] , and for quantum yield determinations of powder phosphors to reference [29] .
In this paper the physical parameters of doped glasses and alkali halides suggested as standards will be described. In order that such materials be used as standards, and the use be at optimal conditions for a fluorescence measurement, the following knowledge is needed: The principles upon which the determination of quantum efficiencies is based will be discussed. Quantum yields of glasses and pellets prepared in this laboratory, for excitation to various electronic levels and the oscillator strengths of absorption to these levels will also be presented. The concentration dependence of quantum efficiency will be shown.
A short theory of the fluorescence of the material is also outlined for each group of proposed standards In order to simplify the choice of proper materials.
B. Determination of Quantum Yields
The luminescence quantum yield of a compound is defined as t~e fraction of excited molecules that luminesce after direct excitation by a light source.
The quantum yield, TJ, which is actually the ratio of probabilities of radiative transitions, L4[ to the sum of the probabilities of radiative and nonradiative transitions, AfT, is defined as: number of photons emitted TJ= number of photons absorbed
The quantum yield would equal unity if there were no nonradiative transitions. The terms "quantum yield," "luminescence quantum efficiency," and "fluorescence yield" are used interchangeably.
Formula (1) serves · as a basis of determination of quantum efficiency.
The determination of absolute quantum yields by this formula is difficult as mentioned in the introduction, hence a relative technique is often employed.
Comparative Method
Here, the fluorescence of an unknown is compared with the fluorescence of a compound whose fluorescence yield is well known. For dilute solutions, the following equation has been used [30] : (2) where TJu and TJs are quantum yields. of unknown and standard respectively, n the index of refraction, A the absorbance at the wavelength of absorption and F the integrated fluorescence output in quanta/unit wavelength. This equation is valid for equal numbers of photons incident on u and s. More often the following equation is used: (3) In this equation, F is the integrated area under the corrected emission spectrum, and J(A) is the relative irradiance of the exciting light at wavelength A. A is the absorbance. n 2
Equations (2) and (3) differ in the ratio nu and -+ As ns n s we see by comparison of the two formulae, refraction corrections can be substantial, modifying quantum yield results by factors of 2 or more. Therefore, one should be especially careful when applying the refractive index correction. A comprehensive discussion on this correction can be found in reference [3] , p. 1018. As mentioned in the introduction, when the fluorescence of the unknown is compared with a standard of the same refractive index and geometry, the refractive index correction is avoided.
Determination of Quantum Yields from Lifetime Measurements
An alternative method is the determination of quantum yields by measurements of the lifetime of fluorescence and the natural lifetime of the state. Here we use the parameters appearing in eq (1) (4) where Texp is the experimentally determined lifetime from the level in question and ~T;;-~t is the sum of natural lifetimes, corresponding to the sum of the inverse of the radiative transition rates from this level. One term, A~, appearing in the sum ~AT is ) t 1 equal to --and is obtained directly from the abTinat sorbance spectra as shown below. The other terms in the sum are then obtained from the relative areas in the corrected emission spectra. A detailed example of these calculations is presented below for Eu(III) doped glasses. The natural radiative lifetime is related to the Einstein coefficient of spontaneous emission. Using this relation, several authors developed expressions relating the natural lifetime of fluorescence to the absorption spectrum of the compound [31] .
Here, a distinction can be made between two cases: 1. When the absorption and emission of a compound occur at close wavelengths, that is, zero or very small Stokes shifts are observed, and the spectrum is narrow as in the cases of rare earths in various media, one can use an approximation developed for atomic spectra. Using this approximation [32] , one obtains for the natural lifetime the following expression, which is valid for a transition between two levels:
where n is the index of refraction, < v 2 > the average squared wave number for the absorption maximum, gil and gl the degeneracies in the upper and lower states, respectively , and E( v) the molar absorptivity as a function of wave number.
In the case where there is a considerable Stokes shift between the absorption and emission as a result of strong vibronic coupling, for example in transition metal ions, mercury-like ions and organic compounds, a modified equation can be used for Tnat [33] , namely
where F (v) is the fluorescence output in photons as a function of wave number and v is the wave number of F (v).
Doped Glasses
The materials which we suggest as versatile standards for spectrofluorimetry and which were studied in this laboratory will be now described. They are divided in the text into four major groups: I. The rare-earth-doped glasses. II. Thallium-doped alkali halides. III. Glasses doped with thallium. IV. Glasses doped with Ce3+, Pb2+, and Cu+.
I. The Rare-Earth-Doped Glasses
The characteristic spectra of the trivalent rare earths are attributable to the presence of deep lying 4f shells in the ions. The electrons of these shells are screened by the outer shell electrons, and as a result they give rise to a number of discrete energy levels. The presence of the surrounding lattice has little effect on the position of these levels; therefore, a close resemblance between the energy level diagram of the free ion and that of the incorporated ion exists ( fig. 1) .
Considerable attention has been paid in the past few years to the study of both the absorption and emission spectra of the rare earths [34, 35] .
Trivalent rare-earth ions incorporated in inorganic solids exhibit luminescence owning to the intraconfigurational transitions of the 4f electron shell. The optical excitation of this luminescence can be governed -by one of three possible mechanisms:
(a) excitation In the narrow 4f levels of the rareearth ion; (b) excitation in the broad levels due to 4f-5d* transitions, or charge transfer processes; (c) absorption of the host followed by energy transfer from the host to the rare earth activator. While the first mechanism is operative in all the rare earths showing fluorescence, the second is well known mainly in europium and terbium. In the case of Eu3+ , this band is due to a charge transfer process between the Eu 3 + ion and oxygen center. In the case of Tb3+, however, the band is due to a 4!-5f transition in the Tb 3 + ion. (Samarium also was found in some cases to exhibit a charge transfer type of excitation at wavelengths shorter than 220 nm.)
The narrow band emission of the trivalent rare earths in various media is always due to an inner f shell electronic transition. Intra-f-orbital transitions are parity forbidden in the free ion. In a solid, glass or liquid in the absence of a center of symmetry, the parity selection rule may be relaxed by the mixing of the 4f configuration with appropriate levels of configuration of opposite symmetry using odd terms in the static or dynamic crystal field expansion. There will also be an additional interaction owing to the influence of the crystal field of the host which produces broadening and splitting of the levels. As in the transition metal ions, which have been treated extensively by the ligand field theory, an increase in separation of a field-split degenerate level indicates an increase in the ligand field seen by the rare earth ion. The crystal field splittings in the rare earths are, however, much smaller than the transition ion splittings, and are not more than a few hundred wave numbers. For transitions between two nondegenerate levels, increasing the rare-earthligand interaction displaces both levels toward lower energies. The displacement of the upper, less shielded, level is usually greater, and thus the stronger perturbation causes shifts to longer wavelengths. The electrostatic perturbation of a rare-earth ion should be directly related to its binding energy in the host medium. As a first approximation, this energy may be derived from a hard-sphere ionic model by the Born equation: 
-.
,-- b = repulsion coefficient: r= distance between active ion and nearest anion; n=4 to 1O~_ It was shown in a series of papers by Reisfeld et al. [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , that the behavior of rare earths in glasses is similar to that of rare earths in inorganic crystals of low symmetry except for inhomogeneous broadening of the spectra due to a multiplicity of rare-earth sites in glasses. According to our theory [39] a rare·earth ion occupies a center of a distorted cube comprised of four tetrahedra of borate, phosphate or silicate. Two oxygens belonging to such a tetrahedron produce an edge of the cube ( fig. 2) of the rare earth in such an arrangement is with eight oxygens. The observed broadening in the spectrum can occur due to the existence of nonuniform, non· identical ligand fields caused by slightly different values of rare-earth oxygen distances. An average rare-earth oxygen distance was calculated by assuming a rare-earth sits in a center of a regular cube. In a cube made of borate tetrahedra, in which the boronoxygen distance is 1.48 A and the oxygen-oxygen distance 2.4 A, the rare-earth oxygen distance is 2.1 A. In a cube made of phosphate tetrahedra in which the phosphorus-oxygen distance is 1.57 A and the oxygen-oxygen distance is 2.56 A, the rare-earth oxygen distance is 2.22 A. It should be realized that in reality the symmetry is lower than cubic, and for the particular cases studied it was found to be of Cs symmetry Eu 3 + in phosphate glass, [40] and C2 for Tm3+ is phosphate and borate glasses [39] . As a result of this lower symmetry, forced electric dipole transitions become possible and absorption and fluorescence is observed. The fluorescence can, in some cases, be quenched due to transfer of electronic excitation energy to the vibrations of the surrounding medium. Such interactions reduce the fluorescence quantum yield. In general the larger the energy difference between the two electronic states, the smaller the nonradiative transition probability between them [41] . For rareearths, the energy difference between the electronic levels below which considerable quenching occurs is about four vibrational quanta (phonons). The nonradiative decay of the higher excited levels in the glasses is generally assisted by the phonons of the glass. The particular vibrational frequencies which are responsible for the quenching are the following: from which we conclude that in borate glasses, quenching will occur between levels that are separated by about 5000 cm -1, while in silicate by about 4000 cm -1.
We shall now show how this general theory works for specific cases.
A. Europium
The observed optical absorption and emission spectra of Eu 3+ in glasses are characteristic of transitions between the lower energy levels of the 4j6 configuration of this ion. The oscillator strengths of the characteristic absorption bands in a phosphate glass together with the assignments of the transitions are given in table 1.
The oscillator strength was calculated from the wellknown equation /=4.32 X 10-9 J E:(v) dv (9) where f is the molar absorptivity at the energy v (cm -1). The values of / presented in table 1 were corrected for population distribution of total concentration in 1f 0, 7f 1, and 7f 2. Using a Boltzmann distribution correction, the relative concentration for the three levels at room temperature were Co=0.792, C 1 = 0.200 and C 2 = 0.008, respectively. Fluoresce nce was observed from the 5DO level and much weaker fluoresce nce (by a factor of three orders of magnitude) from the 5D1 level. The corrected 5~ fluorescence to the 1f' ground state multiplet for Eu 3 + in phosphate glass is given in figure 3 . The corrected excitation spectrum of the fluoresce nce is also presented in this figure . The assignments, and relative intensities of the transitions are presented in table 2 .,
.' fluorescence bands arise from forced electric-dipole transitions. The large ratio of the fluorescence intensities for the 5Do~ 7F2 and 5Do~ 7FJ transitions implies a low symmetry field at the europium sites.
Quantum efficiencies of fluorescence from the 5Do level of Eu 3 + in phosphate [41] and silicate glasses [42] were obtained by two independent methods, (a) lifetime measurements, and (b) comparison with a liquid standard.
a . Lifetime measurements. The quantum yield determination based on lifetime measurements is calculated from eq (4). The measured lifetime of the 5DO excited state in silicate glass was 2.69± 0.03 ms rl\ 500 nm FIGU RE 3. Corrected excitation (broken line) and e mission (full lin e) s pectrum of the 5DO fluoresce nce of Eu 3 + in phos phate glass. and in phosphate glass was 2.83 ± 0.03 ms.
The natural radiative lifetime was calculated using eq (5) . In this equation, E was corrected for the relative population of the 7Fo level, which was taken as 0.771 in silicate and 0.792 in phosphate. Using the calculated value for A (7Fo ~ 5Do) the ratio of the intensities of fluorescence and the fact that A(1Fo~ 5DO) =A (5Do~ 7Fo), the sum of radiative transition probabilities is expressed by:
+ S(5Do~7Fo) + S(5Do~7Fo) + S(5Do~7Fo) (10) where S is the area of the relevant emission bands obtained from the corrected emission spec trum. [41] . The fluorescence · spectra were taken on a Turner Model 210 spectrofluorimeter 2 which gives corrected emission spectra in quanta/unit bandwidth, and excitation spectra corrected to constant energy [44] . The glasses were of the same geometry (standard cuvette form) as the cells in which the fluorescence of the solution of europium nitrate was measured. Equation (11) , which is a modification of eq (3) for use with a corrected spectrofluorimeter [45] , was used:
where all the symbols have the same meaning as in eq (3); subscripts u and s refer to the unknown and standard, respectively; d is the dilution factor denoting the ratio of the fluorescence species concentration in the sample used for absorbance measurements to that used for fluorescence measurements: A is the excitation wavelength. The quantum efficiency determined by direct excitation to the 5Do level obtained by this method was 0.95 ±0.03 for the phosphate glass, [41] and 0.93 ±0.05 for the silicate glass [42] .
The very similar values for the quantum yield obtained by the two independent methods suggests use of the phosphate glass as a reliable fluorescence standard at wavelengths similar to those for the fluorescence of europium , as summarized in table 2.
To obtain this quantum efficiency, it is necessary to excite the 5Do level of europium from the 7F 0 level at 580 nm, or from the 7F 1 level at 591 nm. Excitation to higher levels results in a decrease of fluorescence yield from the 5DO level, as additional paths for radia tive and nonradiative transitions become possible.
The quantum yields of fluorescence upon excitation to selected levels in phosphate glass are presented in table 1 [41] . The values of quantum efficiencies for fluorescence monitored by 5Do emissions when excited to higher levels, as listed in the table, were obtained from the ratio of the area under the excitation spectrum to the ratio of the area under the absorption band for a given level using eq (12) . No corrections were made for the change of refractive index with wavelength.
Q.Y.b
Q.y.a (12) Quantum efficiency of 5Do fluorescence by excitation to a given level Quantum efficiency of 5Do fluorescence by excitation to the 5DO level peak area of a given level in excitation spectrum peak area of a given level in the absorption spectrum peak area of 5Do in excitation spectrum peak area of 5DO is absorption spectrum wavelength of 5DO absorption (581 nm) wavelength of absorption for given transition.
Therefore, europium glass is proposed as a standard where the emission of the unknown is close to the emission of Eu 3 + (table 2) and the excitation wavelength is also near one of the excitation wavelengths of europium (table 1) .
The fluorescence of europium shows a linear dependence on concentration up to 7 weight percent and no quenching is observed. Therefore, the concentration of the standard used will be governed by the desired wavelength of excitation because of different oscillator strengths. For excitation at 580 or 591 nm, 1-2 weight percent of Eu 3 + in glass is suggested. The europium glass standard is suitable for compounds having narrow fluorescence in the wavelength range of 600-700 nm.
B. Gadolinium
Gadolinium has a comparatively simple optical absorption and emission spectrum bec ause the trivalent gadolinium has a half-filled configuration corresponding to 7-41 electrons. The ground state is 857/2, whic h is not s plit in a c rystal field. Its first excited state lies around 3200 c m-I , which correspo nds to the 312 nm band. Gadolinium is the only rare-earth ion whose spectrum consists only of bands lying in the UV region. The emission s pectrum of gadolinium in borate glass [46] has a major band with maximum at 312 nm due to the 3P7/2-857/2 transition (fig 4) , which is essentially unchanged in other matrices [47] . Borate gla ss containing gadolinium can be used as a standard for fluorescent materials having emissions around 312 nm and excitation peaks around 250 and 273 nm. Because of the narrowness of the band , it is suita ble for materials with narrow fluorescen ce. Gadolinium in borate glass shows a linear fluorescence output as a function of concentration from the ppm range [48] to 7 weight percent (the highest con centration introduced).
C. Terbium
The electronic configuration of Tb 3 + is 41 8 No quenching of the 5D4 terbium fluorescence was (" served in our work with borate glasses from the ppm range to 6 weight percent [49] .
The lifetime of the 5D4 fluorescence of terbium follows a simple exponential with an e-1 decay time of 2.80 ± 0.05 ms.
The quantum yields of 5D4 fluorescence on excitation to this level were obtained using the measured lifetime and absorption and emISSIOn spectra in a similar way as the quantum yields for europium, using eqs (4), (5), and (10). The radiative probability for the 7F6 ~ 5D4 transition was calculated using eq (5) and equals 57.6 S-I.
The total radiative transition probability, from the
From the emission spectrum we found that thus, the total radiative transition rate from the 5D4 level is 345 S-I, which is equivalent to 2.9 ms. Hence the quantum yield
with an estimated error of about 3 percent.
The quantum yields of the 5D4 level on excitation to higher levels were obtained as they were for Eu3+ and Gd 3+ ; i.e. , by taking ratios of the areas under the excitation spectrum to the areas in the absorption spectra, and multiplying by the ratio of excitation wavelength at 480 to the wavelength for the given excitation. Equation (12) was used for this calculation.
Terbium can be used as a standard for compounds which fluoresce at approximately 480, 543, 587, and 624 nm.
D. Samarium
The electronic configuration of Sm 3 + is 4f5. Its absorption spectrum arises from transitions from the ground 6H5/2 level to higher levels of the 4/5 configurations. The oscillator strengths of Sm3+ in phosphate glass are presented in table 6 .
The excitation and emission spectra of Sm 3 + in phosphate glass are presented in figure 6 . The visible fluorescence of Sm3+ arises from the transitions from the 4G5/2 level to the ground 6H multiplet. The relative fluorescence intensities to each level in the multiplet are presented in table 7. The fluorescence arising from these transitions is linear with concentration up to about 0.6 weight percent. At higher concentrations an ion-ion energy transfer occurs. This multipolar interaction can be represented systematically (see ref. [35] , p. 97):
(Sm 3 +4G5/2)*+ (Sm3+ 6H5/2)~ 2(Sm3+ 6F9/2)*' Therefore, if samarium glass is to be used as a fluorescence standard for the wavelength range present~d in table 7, _ a glass containing less than 0.6 weight percent of this element should be used.
The quantum yield of the 4GS/2 fluorescence of samarium in phosphate and borate glasses was calculated by use of eqs (4), (5), and (10). The radiative transition probability from 6Hs/2 to 4G5/2 in phosphate glass as obtained from the absorption spectrum, using eq (5), is 41.3 s -I. The total radiative transition probability from the 4Gs/2 Ievel, U[[4GS/2], is given by 
I:
:\ " I:
, ' , , The quantum yields of the 4G5/2 fluores cence on excitation to higher levels were calculated by eq (12) using as an internal standard the fluorescence yield on direct excitation to the 4G5/ 2 level. They were independently calculated by use ofEu3+ glass as standard. The values of quantum yield are presented in table 6 .
Glasses containing small concentrations of Sm 3 + can , be used as fluorescence standards for compounds . which fluoresce at around 560, 602, and 640 nm.
By examining the quantum efficiencies of Eu 3 +, Gd 3 +, Tb 3 +, and Sm+ in glasses, we see that the fluorescen ce quantum yields from the lowest excited fluorescing levels approach unity. This is because the differences between these levels and the ground levels (or multiplets) are more than five phonons. In such cases, the electronic transitions are almost totally radiative.
E. Thulium
The electronic configuration of trivalent thulium is 4f12. It possesses more than one strongly emitting level and selective excitation of the various fluores cent levels have been achieved in both phosphate and borate glasses [50] . Because part of the fluorescen ce occurs in the infrared, we were unable to obtain the relative quantum efficiency of fluorescence of thulium for various levels. It was found, however, that an estima-, tion of an "apparent quantum efficiency" of these I glasses could be of practical use if the materials are used as fluorescence standards. Therefore , these parameters will be presented here.
Oscillator strengths of Tm 3 + in phosphate and borate glasses are presented in table 8. They were obtained by gaussian analysis of the absorption spectrum. The absorption occurs from the ground 3H6 state. wavelengths are presented in table 9. The emission spectra of Tm 3 + at various excitation
The excitation spectrum of the 453 nm fluorescence (lD2 ~ 3H4) and the emission spectrum with excitation at 262 nm (3H6 ~ 3Po) are presented in figure 7 .
The "apparent quantum yield," (A.Q.Y.), of 450-478 nm fluorescence of Tm 3 + was calculated by the comparative method, using Tb 3 + as a standard. The A.Q.Y. of Tm3+ is defined by eq [12a]: ID2 and one ofthe six IG 4 transitions. Because of its low A.Q.Y. value, use of Tm 3 + in the region of 450-480 nm fluorescence has no obvious advantage over Tb 3 + as a standard. However, it can be used as an internal standard for Tm 3 +. This fluorescence can be used to determine the apparent yield at 355 nm (116 ~ 3H4), 385 nm (116 ~ 3H s) and 367 nm (lD2 ~ 3H6), upon excitation to 288 nm (3Po) or 265 nm (3P2), which is of practical value as a standard in the UVregion.
II. Thallium-Doped Alkali Halides and Glasses
While the rare-earth ions have characteristic sharp fluorescence bands largely independent of the host, due to/-/* transitions, mercury-like ions in general and thallium in particular have much broader fluorescence, with the fluorescence maxima strongly de pendent on the composition of the host matrix. The quantum efficiency also is dependent on the host as described below. Monovalent thallium is a well-known fluorescence emitter in the UV' region and was used in our studies in various matrices as a possible standard for UV fluorescence.
The absorption spectrum of thallium consists of three main bands: A, B, and C. A review of the absorption and luminescence of this element can be found in references [51] and [52] . The absorption band A, which is discussed here, is assigned to the spinforbidden transition IAIg~ 3T) u (Irl -3 r/), equivalent to 1 So ~ 3p 1 in the free thallous ion (see fig. 8 ), which is triply degenerate. It can be split in a cubic field by a dynamic lahn-Teller effect [54] , or the degeneracy can be lifted when the symmetry is decreased in glasses [55] from cubic to tetragonal or lower. The oscillator strengths, /, for the maxima of the A bands are presented in table 10 . It was shown by Scott and Hu [53] that when the chloride ligand i'; replaced by an oxygen ligand in aqueous solution, the maxima of the band is shifted towards a shorter wave-550 600 "nm length. The fluorescence occurs at a somewhat longer wavelength due to the Stokes' shift.
The relation between absorption and fluorescence can be most easily explained by the use of the configurational coordinate diagram, given in figure 9 [56] . The potential energy of the luminescent center in a crystal lattice is plotted here as a function of the configurational coordinate r. The quantity r represents a mean distance between the luminescence center and the surrounding ligands. The horizontal lines represent the vibrational states of the metal·oxygen bond vibrations.
At a temperature of absolute zero the luminescent center will occupy the lowest vibrational level of the ground state. The ions surrounding the central ion vibrate about their equilibrium positions situated at a distance ro from the central ion. At higher tempera- This requires an activation energy t.E, which can be su ppli ed at higher temperatures (thermal quenching of the emission). In th e region where th e two parabolae intersect, the c urve is marked by dashes sin ce the si tuation is actually more complicated than is indi cated here. This is due to interaction between the ground and the excited state at the situation of th e intersec tion point. The present treatment is not invalidated by this. tures, higher vibrational levels may be occupied. In figure 9 , the horizontal lines represent vibrational states. Due to the absorption of radiation of the appro· priate wavelength (in this case UV radiation) the center is raised to an excited state. Since the equilibrium distance re of the excited state will not in general be equal to that of the ground state, and since the center may be at different vibrational levels, this transition will correspond to a fairly broad absorption band. The fact that the optical absorption corresponds to a vertical transition in figure 9 is attributable to the rapid nature of electronic transitions as compared to vibrational transitions which involve the heavier nuclei (Franck-Condon effect).
Once in an excited state, the system will relax towards the equilibrium state (of the excited level) by dissipation of heat. From this state or nearby levels the system returns to the ground state by emitting radiation. The emission, therefore, also consists of a broad band. Line emission is found only in the exceptional case where the configurational-coordinate curves are identical in shape and have the same equilibrium distance, as in the case of the rare-earth ions. Because of the heat dissipation, the emission always lies at a lower energy than the absorption. This displacement of emission with respect to absorption is known as the Stokes'shift.
With the aid of the simple model in figure 9 (the MottSeitz model) one can explain:
(a) the broad-band character of the emission and absorption of many centers; (b) the shift of the emission to lower wavelengths; and, (c) the temperature dependence of the emission. If the equilibrium configuration of the excited state lies outside the curve of the ground state ( fig. 10) , then, after excitation, the intersection point of both curves is reached before the above-mentioned equilibrium configuration is reached, and the system relaxes nonradiatively to the ground state. No emission is then possible. The radiationless return to the ground state is temperature-independent. This is the model which Seitz proposed to explain the absence of luminescence in certain cases [57] . In other words, the condition for the absence of luminescence is a large difference between the equilibrium distance of the excited state and that of the ground state.
Dexter, Klick, and Russell later proposed a different model [58] which shows that even under less rigorous circumstances than in figure 10 , nonradiative transitions to the ground state may occur ( fig. 11) . The characteristic feature of the situation in figure 11 is that the intersection point S of the two curves is lower than the level reached after excitation. When, after excitation, the system now relaxes while vibrating, to the equilibrium position of the excited state, the intersection point of the two curves is passed. Here too, a temperature-independent, radiationless return to the ground state can take place.
We learn from these models that the difference, Ilr, between the equilibrium configuration of the excited ! intersection point S of the two curves lies below the vibrational level reached after excitation. The nonradiative return to the ground state requires no activation energy (as it did in fig. 9 ).
state and that of the ground state must be small if luminescence is to occur. Because of the well·defined and broad fluorescence of thallium in the UV region, we have determined the optimum conditions for preparation of thallium doped alkali halide pellets in phosphate and borate glasses. Also, the dependence of fluorescence efficiency on concentration of TI + was measured. It is shown that the thallium doped pellets and glasses can be used as fluorescence standards. The detailed results of the measurements are given.
A. Thallium Doped Potassium Chloride Disks
Polycrystalline pellets were used [52] as mentioned in the introduction. Such pellets are used in biomedical research for fluorescence measurements.
The optical absorption and fluorescence of alkali halides containing thallium has been widely studied; references can be found in a review paper by Teegarden [51] .
The absorption band A with maximum around 247 nm in potassium chloride, arises from the spin·forbidden transition lAy ~ 3T lu (corresponding to ISO ~ 3P I in a free thallous ion), and is accompanied by the fluores· cence with band maximum at 300 nm. Because of large half·widths, the absorption and fluorescence are suitable for quantum· yield studies.
Preparation of Disks
Baker Analyzed KCI was ground for 1 h with an automatic mortar and pestle and dried for 48 h at 120°C. TICI (BDH Analytical Grade) was then added and the mixture was homogenized in an electric vibrator. In order to obtain low concentrations, the stock mixture was diluted twice with dry KCI powder. Prior to diffusion, the homogenized mixture was ground in an agate mortar with a small amount of triple· distilled water, and redried at 120°C for 24 h.
As known from previous work [59, 60] , only thallium that has undergone diffusion has an absorption band at 247 nm. The completeness of diffusion was checked by heating the mixtures at different temperatures for various periods and measuring the absorbance. The diffusion was then carried out by heating the mixtures at 400 °C for 4 h. Under these conditions, all of the thallium introduced diffuses into the KCI powder.
The absorption measurements were made on a Cary 14 spectrophotometer, with a KCI disk as blank. The effect of the emission on the absorbance readings was negligible, mainly because the solid angle sub· tended by the photomultiplier was small (0.005 rad), as compared to the full sphere (47T rad) over which emission occurs.
Preparation of Quinine Sulfate
Fisher Reagent Grade quinine sulfate was recrys· tallized from water five times and dried in a vacuum oven at 60°C. Stock solutions were prepared by dissolving the purified quinine sulfate in 0.1 N H 2S04 , analytical grade. The water used for the stock solutions was distilled, passed through an ion·exchange column, and then doubly distilled from a quartz still. Special low·fluorescence 1 mm quartz cells were used to hold the standard solutions.
Emission Measurements
The corrected emission was measured on a Turner 210 spectrofluorimeter in which the regular 1 cm cell was replaced by a special sample holder adapted to hold disks and cells of 1 mm thickness. The sample holder could be rotated to permit continuous variation of the angle of incidence of the exciting light. Because of the optical arrangement of the spectrofluorimeter, it was necessary to place a black-velvet screen between the sample and the collecting mirror to reduce reflections. All measurements were made at constant excitation energy and at room temperature.
Some representative A·band absorption curves are shown in figure 12 . A plot of thallium concentration versus absorbance is linear, as can be seen in figure 13 .
The oscillator strength, f, was calculated from the generalized formula of Smakula, (13) , given by Patek (ref. [35] , p. 72).
f= 0.82 X 10 17 (n 2 : 2)2 ~ a(E)dE (13) where n is the refractive index, (~) -1 the concentra. tion of the ions per cm 3, IX the absorbance in cm -1 and E the energy in electron volts. The refractive index of a KCl crystal was taken from Landoldt-Bornstein [61] as 1.59. Multiplying 1.59 by the ratio of the pressed disk density (1.690 glcm 3 ) to the crystal density (1.984 glcm 3 ) yields an index of refraction value for the pressed disk of 1.57.
The oscillator strength was 0.074 ± 0.002. Figure 14 shows the corrected emission spectra. The linear concentration dependence of the emission·peak height is shown in figure 15 .
The quantum yield was determined by use of eq (11) using quinine sulfate as a standard [52] .
The quantum yield of 0.508 for quinine sulfate in 0.1 N H2S04 used as a standard was taken from the data of Melhuish at Aexc = 366 nm. Fletcher showed that the quantum yield was constant to within 5 percent over the wavelength range 240-290 nm, excluding a minimum at 270 nm. The refractive index ns was taken as a weighted mean of the refractive indices of the standard solution and the quartz windows of the cell.
The excitation wavelength for the unknown and the standard was 247.5 nm. The emission-peak height was critically dependent on the angle of incidence of the exciting light, so that the small but inevitable difference of the angles of the sample and reference could cause a considerable error. On the other hand, the shape factor of the emission (ratio of emission-peak area to peak height) was independent of the angle. To eliminate the error, we found the maximum peak height by varying the angle of incidence and multiplied it by the shape facto.r to. o.btain the emissio.n-peak area, A.
The quantum yield o.btained in this way was 0.50 ±0.03. Pressed Po.lycrystalline KCI :Tl disks differ o.nly slightly in their density from KCI :Tl crystals, and they have the same o.ptical characteristics. All o.f the thallium diffuses into. the po.lycrystalline disks , and they can therefo.re be prepared to. the predetermined unifo.rm co.ncentratio.n. The linear co.ncentratio.n dependence o.f the abso.rbance ( fig. 13) ).nm concentration is 2 ppm , corresponding to 0.624 X 10 -6 mol/mol.
B. Thallium-Doped Potassium Bromide Disks
The absorption s pectrum of KBr : T1 in polycrystalline disks and single crystals is well known [60, 62] and is presented in figure 12 . The concentration dependence of the absorption maximum is presented in figure 13 . The corrected emission spectrum of the A band is presented in figure 14 . The de pendence of fluorescence intensity on concentration is presented in figure 15 .
The oscillator strength was calculated by use of Smakula's equation (13) , and was found to be 0.097 ± 0.003. The quantum yield of the A band in KBr : TI was calculated using KCl : T1 as a standard_
The emission and excitation spectra of the disks were measured on a spectrofluorimeter built in this laboratory, the description of whi ch may be found in reference [36] . The emis sion spectra were corrected using standard compounds and their reported spectra. To correct for the difference of excitation energy in the standard and the unknown, a correction factor was introduced into eq (11).
The refined formula for the use with thi s s pectrofluorimeter is of the form: in which the parameters have the same meaning as in (11) . F~ is the relative fluorescen ce output at peak maximum in the excitation spectrum of the standard measured with our apparatus; 11 is the relative fluorescence output at peak maximum in the excitation spectrum of the standard measured on the Turner Model 210 spectrofluorimeter; F~ is the output at peak maximum of the unknown in the excitation spectrum of th e standard measured in our apparatus; Pu is the output at peak maximum of the unknown measured in the excitation spectrum of the standard on the Turner Model 210 spectrofluorimeter. The density of the pressed KBr disk is 2.67 gfcm3 • We used as a standard a KCI :T1 dis k with a quantum yield of 0.50. The quantum yield obtained for the KBr : T1 di sk is 0.44 i± 0.03. All data concerning KBr : TI di sks are presented in table 10 .
Because of the linear dependence of absorption and e mission on the T1+ concentration, it is concluded that the quantum yield is independent of the concentration in the 0.5-25 ppm range. Pressed polycrystalline KBr:TI and KCl:TI disks can e asily be prepared to predetermined concentrations for use as UV fluorescence standards at room temperature. The recommended T1 concentration is 2 ppm, corresponding to 0.837 X 10-6 mol/mol KBr:TI and 0.624 X 10-6 mol/mol in KCl.
III. Thallium-Doped Glasses
To compare our res ults in glasses with the corres ponding data of alkali halides, we have prepared and measured glasses doped with thallium.
Glasses were prepared from sodium phosphate monobasic and from borax. Glasses, 1 mm thi ck and 12 mm in diameter were obtained by molding the melt on a tile.
The absorption spectra were recorded on a Cary 14 spe ctrophotometer using undoped glasses or disks as blanks, and are presented in figure 12 . The concentration dependence of the absorption is presented in figure 13 .
Excitation and Emission Spectra
Excitation and emission spectra were taken on a s pectrofluorimeter built in this laboratory [36] . The spectra were corrected with respect to light characteristics and spectral distribution of the photomultiplier by comparison with a similar spectrum taken on the Turner Model 210 spectrofluorimeter using standard compounds (quinine s ulfate, fluoresceine, etc.).
The corrected emission spectra are presented in figure 14 . The concentration dependence of the emission is presented in figure 15 . The quantum e fficien ci~s were obtained by comparison of the glasses with alkali halide-thallium-doped disks usin g eq (14) , the results of which are presented in table 10 .
When a pellet or a glass containin g thallium is excited through absorption into the A band at room te mperature, the emission is composed of two time co mponents', one with-a short lifetime of about 25 ns and one with a long component of 400 ns. W e have proposed an explanation for the two decay constants [55] .
The proposed explanation is as follows: The absorption is from 1 So ground state to 3 P 1 excited state. The emission occurs also between these two levels and is followed by a Stokes' Shift (see table 10 ). It is an allowed emission with a short lifetime. However, part of the population of the 3 P 1 level is rapidly depleted by a radiationless process to the metastable 3 Po state (see fig. 16 ). This assumption is proven by an experi- ment of Tomura [63] , who had observed a decay of 2 -1 ms at 20 K due to this transition. At an elevated temperature, the vibronic modes promote tunnelling from 3PO back to 3P I • This process occurs with an activation energy of 0.06 eV in KCl. The next process is the delayed emISSIOn from 3 P I. The rate of this process is the rate of tunnelling which controls the population of 3p I. Since both the instant and delayed emission occurs from the 3 P I state, the wavelength of emission for both decays is the same. Also, the delayed fluorescence is not polarized [63] because the memory of polarization is lost during tunnelling. To determine the quantum yield from the lifetime measurement, additional calculations have to be made because of this delayed fluorescence. In this mechanism, for all four cases described here, the broadening of the emission in KBr:TI is due to emission from P x, P y and another emission from P z, and not from Po. Splitting of the various P orbitals by the J ahn-Teller effect is stronger the heavier the anion of the host lattice.
The shift of the absorption band to longer wavelength in the order TI +-phosphate, Tl+-borax, Tl +-KCI and TI +-KBr (also TI+-KI) indicates that the ligand field acting on TI + increases in the same order. The stronger the ligand field the smaller the difference between the excited and ground state and hence the absorption occurs at longer wavelengths. This also indicates that, in the case of borax, the electrons of the oxygen participating in the thallium-oxygen bond are shifted more to the Tl (stronger polarization of the bond), which is due to stronger electron affinity of phosphorus (0.78 e V) than of boron (0.33 e V).
IV. Glasses Doped by Pb2+, Ce3+, and Cu + In a search for standards to cover the fluorescence range from the UV region to the red region, it was found that in · addition to thallium doped glasses [64] , glasses containing Ce 3 + [65] , Pb 2 + [66] , and Cu+ [67] lead2+ and copper+ are suitable for standards, considering the positions of their emission wavelengths and half bandwidths.
The corrected emission spectra of various glasses containing these ions are presented in figure 17 . The absorption spectra of Ce 3 + and Cu + in phosphate -------------half-bandwidths, 
